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>>> Clicca Qui <<<
How to Play Strip Poker. wikiHow is a “wiki,” similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles

are co-written by multiple authors. To create this article, 48 people, some anonymous, worked to edit
and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 926,886 times. Do you like poker, but want to

raise the stakes? Try a flirty and mature version of the classic card game, one in which adult players can
literally lose the shirts off their backs— and maybe more. In strip poker, players wager items of clothing
they are wearing, and by the end of the game several players often end up in their underwear . or even
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naked. Part 1 of 3: Strip Poker Basics. If your group is already flirty or comfortable with each other,
consider just arranging a night of strip poker. Otherwise you may want to get your friends together and let
the game happen organically. If someone does feel too shy, however, you don't necessarily have to kick
them out if they are interested in staying to watch. They might change their minds after watching a few

hands. Consider deciding how far the game will go and when it will end. Some people might be happy to
play until they are completely nude, but others might only feel comfortable stripping until they are in their

underwear. Agree on the limits, as well as if and how players will stay in the game once they have run out
of clothes to shed. Make sure everyone starts with roughly the same amount of clothing. If some of the

girls are in dresses while the guys have socks, ties and belts, have players discard or add accessories
until everyone is even. This is optional, but makes the game more fair. Play five-card draw. Probably the
easiest version for a casual game of strip poker. Each player is dealt five cards and gets to exchange

one or more of those cards for an equal number off the top of the deck. They bet or fold before and after
the exchange and the remaining player with the highest hand wins. Play Texas Hold'em. Each player is
dealt two face-down cards and looks to combine them with a pool of five gradually revealed community
cards. There are several rounds of betting, and the remaining player who can make the best five-card

hand wins. Deal cards and play hands as you would in poker. Unlike in normal poker, where you play to
win chips or money, the nominal objective in strip poker is to keep your clothes on while the losing

players remove their clothing one piece at a time. If you lose a hand, strip. The game isn't fun if you can't
enjoy losing as well as winning, so have fun with it! Maybe do a flirty dance when it comes time to remove
a significant piece of clothing. You can combine your game of strip poker with truth-or-dare. Let players
who lose all their clothes keep playing with different penalties if they lose, such as having to answer a
truth or do a dare. Just keep your dares within a realm everyone is comfortable with. Part 2 of 3: Strip

Poker Variations. Alternatively, have only the player with the lowest hand in each showdown strip. This is
a slower version of the game, for a more extended evening of fun. If you want, you can let players fold
early in the hand—such as before the flop in Texas Hold'em—to avoid having to strip. However this

obviously gives shy players the option to hardly participate at all, which can defeat the fun of the game.
With this variation especially, make sure no one in your game is likely to get jealous or territorial. In a

group of friends it can be fun to find out who wants who to show a little more skin, but not if the answer is
going to make anyone upset. Don't pick on any one person. Conspiring just to strip down one player
completely, especially in a larger group, is less fun, and can feel uncomfortable and predatory to that
person. Bet clothes instead of chips. Deal out hands and let players bet an item or items of clothing

instead of chips, which must be matched by the same or equivalent item by anyone who wants to call.
Players without good enough hands can fold. After the showdown, the players who stayed in and lost

remove the clothes they wagered. Different items of clothing can either all have the same value, or can
increase in value the closer they put a player to being naked. For instance if socks are worth $10, a shirt

might be worth $30, and an undergarment could be worth $60. If a player trades in some clothing and
later wins a large pot, you should decide whether he or she is allowed to buy back some of their clothes.
Letting them buy back some modesty adds a further layer of strategy to the game, while having players
stay stripped keeps the game moving. Play heads-up with your lover. Strip poker is classically a group

activity, but you can adapt it into a fun game of foreplay with your significant other or potential paramour.
With only two players there isn't much point in betting or strategy, so simply deal out hands and reveal
them. The player with the lower hand loses a piece of clothing. Part 3 of 3: Strip Poker Etiquette. Don't

be rude or judgmental about other players' bodies. Not everyone who plays strip poker should have to be
a supermodel. Just be kind and recognize that the other players are putting themselves out there and
shouldn't be judged or insulted for the way they look. Don't assume going in that strip poker will turn

sexual—or won't. Some games among adults can turn into something more, but most just involve just a
little loss of modesty. If a sexual situation does arise, make sure everyone is happy with that, or keep the
game platonic. Stop the game if someone gets upset. Make sure everyone is playing because they are

having fun, and don't force anyone to stay who doesn't want to. If something happens to ruin the good
vibe, cut your losses and let everyone go home. Don't get jealous or territorial. If you are at a game of

strip poker with your romantic partner or a friend you may be attracted to, watching other people see that
person naked can spark some unhappy feelings. Keep these instincts in check—getting petty or angry is
the fastest way to ruin the game for everyone. Don't sexualize or objectify other players. A little flirtation is
expected, but coming on too strong will be a big turn-off to everyone. Play your best poker! Community
Q&A. Can you list the best hands in order? Community Answer. From highest to lowest: Royal Flush,
Straight Flush, Four of a Kind, Full House, Flush, Straight, Three of a Kind, Two Pair, One Pair, High



Card. Thanks! We're glad this was helpful. Thank you for your feedback. As a small thank you, we’d like
to offer you a $30 gift card (valid at GoNift.com). Use it to try out great new products and services

nationwide without paying full price—wine, food delivery, clothing and more. Enjoy! Claim Your Gift If
wikiHow has helped you, please consider a small contribution to support us in helping more readers like

you. We’re committed to providing the world with free how-to resources, and even $1 helps us in our
mission. Support wikiHow. Can I play strip poker by myself? Community Answer. You can't really play

any kind of poker by yourself, and strip poker would be pretty boring without other people. Thanks! We're
glad this was helpful. Thank you for your feedback. As a small thank you, we’d like to offer you a $30 gift

card (valid at GoNift.com). Use it to try out great new products and services nationwide without paying full
price—wine, food delivery, clothing and more. Enjoy! Claim Your Gift If wikiHow has helped you, please

consider a small contribution to support us in helping more readers like you. We’re committed to
providing the world with free how-to resources, and even $1 helps us in our mission. Support wikiHow.
Are the rules of strip poker the same as regular poker? Community Answer. Yes, but as seen above,

there is the option to substitute betting with chips with betting with clothes. Thanks! We're glad this was
helpful. Thank you for your feedback. As a small thank you, we’d like to offer you a $30 gift card (valid at

GoNift.com). Use it to try out great new products and services nationwide without paying full price—wine,
food delivery, clothing and more. Enjoy! Claim Your Gift If wikiHow has helped you, please consider a

small contribution to support us in helping more readers like you. We’re committed to providing the world
with free how-to resources, and even $1 helps us in our mission. Support wikiHow. 
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